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REMARKS ON THE AHLFORS CLASS ,^T IN AN ANNI.]LUS

w. CIg§f,ar anrt J. ZAJAC

Introiluction

In [1] Ahlfors investigated the class N of complex-valued .L* functions y in
the unit disc for which the antilinear part of variation of normalized quasiconformal

mappings vanishes, where the mappings are generated by complex dilatation of the

form /v, r being a real parameter. He gave two important characterizations of this

class and its explicit form with the help of an analytic function in the unit disc.

This class .l[ has also been investigated by Reich and Strebel [4] in connection with
Teichmiiller mappings. Very deep investigation of the class N has been conducted

by Reich [3]. He has also considered the class N in an annulus with "inward ex-

tension".
In this paper we shall consider the class I(in an annulus without any other restric-

tions. The results presented here are a continuation of the theory published in [3],

[a] and [6].
As it has been shown by many authors (cf. [2]), the class N plays a very impor-

tant role in some investigations of extremal problems within the class of quasi-

conformal mappings in the unit disc and in an annulus as well with the help of para-

metrical methods.

1. The class N,

Let p be a complex-valued measurable function in an annulu s Ä,: {z : r = lzl = I },
0<r< 1, satisfying the condition

llpll* : iBf 
=iI"L 

l1t(z)l = t,

where the infimum is taken over all sets of the plane measure zero.It is well known

that there exists exactly one number R, 0=R<1, and one Q-quasiconformal
mapping / of the annulus /, onto /* satisfying the Beltrami equation

fz : pf, with .f (l) : l,(t)

where Q-(l + llpll-)/(l - llPll-).
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Suppose now that p:tv, where llvll-=-, slld 0<l<l/llvll-. Denote expli-

citly the dependence of / on v: f (2, t):f[v](2, t), r<lzl=1. Let

(2) llnl(,): IIB+ {fUlk,t)-z}.

This expression is well defined and depends linearly on v (cf. []). From flvlu:tvffvl,
it follows that
(3) llrTu : n.

It is well known that (3) is satisfied only if

(4) ltut1«;, : -* II,.***-F(o
with holomorphic F.

Thus we have (cf. [2])

(5) lrvl(o :*ll,.zr--t+(#r-#)
-g(ffi-ffi)la.ar

We see that f is a linear continuous operator which maps every v(L*(l,\
on a function ltv]. As it is shown in [2], the relations lflvl@,l)l:l f61 l7l:l
and lflt'l(2, r)l=Rlvl(r) for lzl:1 y1s16

(6) Re{zltvl(z)}: {:. i:: ',','^f i,
1

where q:1ie-07 {R[v](l)-r]. Analogically we can verify that

(7) RelzJlivt(z)): {:n- |]| 
t,',',]'i,

I
where g*:1ir&-07 {R[rv](r)-r]. For more details see [2].

We recall [2] that

(8) n:f,fi,.ff*$lo*n,
by which

(e) n.:fi11,.1fl-$lo*or.
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Following Ahlfors [1] let us decompose the variation l[v] aenned by (2) as follows:

(10) /t,t : I um + f uvl) + | CIvt - {u,j},

where the fust part is antilinear and the second one is linear with respect to the
complex multipliers. By the definition of llvl we can see that {l[o1+rllrul]u:0,
i.e.,

@[vl -l [v] + ,ftirl

is always a holomorphic function. The antilinearity is expressed by i[fll= -r@[v].
We denote by N, the subspace of L* (A)which is formed by all v with O1v1: g.

It is a complex linear subspace of L* (Å,\. Now we can state

Theorem l. Anelement v of L*(Å,) belongsto N, if andonlyif oneof the

follow rng assumptions holds :

l(l _1,,

l(l - r,

(r 1)

(14)

( 15)

/t,t (o : {' 
ro'

t* {f o.rydxdY' ror
(12)

(13) /trttrt :*{lo.z!:--ry1ffi-ffidxdv

I I o,v 
(z) g(z) dx dy : * { { o.ry d.x d.y {,,,:,rB* @) dz

for att g holomorphic in int /, with I I o,l7k)l dx dy= *.

Proof. The proof of (12) is presented with details in [6] and lz),the condition
(13) is an immediate consequence of (5) and the definition of the class N,. To get

the condition (14) suppose that g is holomorphic in int l,vuith finite Z1 norm in /,.
Then, by (12) and the generalized form of Green's formulae we get (14), where

g*(ret01:11o0-rg(ee'0), and g*(ei0):limo*r S(Oen) which exists at almost all
points of 0/, (cf. [5], p. 33a) whtle I I o,ls@)l dx dy= *.

Converse§, if (14) is satisfied, then applying it to

s@) : + (( - z), (e ot,

(such functions are admissible) and using Corollary ([5], p. 335) we get (12).
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2. On the function @

From (5) we obtain the explicit representation

(16) otvr(O : -* II,.z::-*9w-ff)a.at.
By this formula we obtain a necessary condition for the holomorphic mapping @[v].

For this purpose we differentiate (16) three times:

(17) a-tvtg) : -* II,.d4Z[:--n:#uua.at.
Since v is bounded (lvl=M) we obtain

(r8) tit"'lvl0)t = ry [ I ,.z!:--ffirr*or.
Changing the order of integration and summation we have for r= I(l= I

(1e) tit,,,tv70)l = ff zr-- II ,.afu*d,
l2M .: G- å[:--'* I)' nn 1,,,:,ffi *
: t2M z[:_* * [i6fuif - G#.,tqÅ.

Let us rewrite the above inequality in the form

(20) l@'"[v](01 = t2M[CjAry. dy.c((,d,
where G((, r) denotes the series in (19) without these two terms. Since G((, r) is

bounded in ./,, then by this and by the well-known Laurent theorem we can state

Theorem 2. The holomorphic function A[v) defined by (ll) remains continuous

on l(l:v and l(l:1.

3. Other properties of the class Åf

Suppose that
(21) v{qeio)-Z::-*d,,(Q)r'nu, r<q<1

which is the Fourier series of y. Let g be as in Theorem I for which



is its Laurent series. Now, by the argument given in the proof of Theorem 1, we

may interpret (1a) in terms of the coefficients a,(g) and ay, n, k:0, Xl, t2, ... .

By this we have

(23) { [ o,v(z)g(z)dxdy 
: 2" l: {Z::_* un(Q)a-oQ,'")do

: zn ZIJ-* o-, I' a,(Q)Q'-" dQ.

For the right side of (1a) we have

(u) * /,/,.9*0, 
[,,,-,,s@)d,

: -* I,,.$orr, 1,,,-,,'s@)#: -2na-2liffor.
Let

An,k: [)o,@)no*'On,

then by (23) and (24\ the equality (14) can be expressed in the form

(25) Z::_-o-,Ao,-n - -a-zAz,-2.
Let H(D) denote the Banach space of all holomorphic functions with finite

Il-normin domain D.lf Drc.Dz, thenclearly H(Dr)=H(Dr).
In the case ofthe unit disc it is easy to see that the unit disc can be replaced

by an arbitrary simply connected region D.lf DrcD, and v€tr[(D1), then t€iv(Ds),
where

1(z):{;:r, ,,2?,ro,

Making use of (14) we see that the previous implication is also true in the case of
a doubly connected domain.

These results have natural analogues in the case r:0, i.e., for mappings in
the unit disc with an additional invariant point zero.
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